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the big questions 
to achive reforms which are so urgently needed to the state government failed work safety and after injury compensation systems, this productivity commission enquiry must surely ask itself these questions;                                                                                               (a) should the commission waste its time and direct its to the state government controled workcover authorities.    injuries australia ask this  because  it must be considered that the states collectivly ignored in total the worthwhile recommendations of the industry commission enquiry into workers compensation ten years ago, recommended changes which, if they had been adopted.   there is no doubt that if these commonwealth government  had been acepted by the states they would have prevented immeasurable numbers of work caused deaths and tens of thousands of debilitating work caused injuries. the cost saving to employees and employers would have been huge.                                                                                                                                                                             (b)     or should it direct its recommendations only to the australian government for immediate consideration and urgent implementation using the commercial clause in the australian constitution?                                                                                                                   (c)    which should have the main priority, money (the perceived industry costs), or the safety and well-being of the working men and women of australia?                                                                                              (d)    are the never ending and growing number of work-caused deaths and injury really necessary for industry to reach its shareholders profit target?     
recommendations which this productivity commission report makes will be critically important to the future safety and social well-being of millions of australian working men and woman and their families and the continued viability of countless number of businesses.     
the future
for australian employees the direction taken by these recommendations will decide who will control their safety, with or without the impediment of accountability--- who among the unwillingly work injured will have the good luck to still have a job--- who among the work injured will be dumped onto the dole for the remainder of their lives--- who will be responsible to pay the cost of and who will control a successful safety and results orientated after injury care system--- who among the “professionals” will collect billions of dollars in inflated fees for their continued failures-- who dies and who lives.
it is as simple and as clear cut as this.                                                                                                  
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in this final submission, the members of injuries australia again ask the commissioners to consider, for inclusion in their recommendations, our 
proposals for change based on the very real and costly bitter experiences of injured employees of the current murderous, failed workcover system.     please consider that it will always be the EMPLOYEES WHO will be most effected by any change because they, and only they, will have to carry the real load.   it is only employees who are being killed or INJURED by unsafe work practices or dumped on to the dole by workcover, unemployed and unemployable. 

safety first----money last
the practice of fair dinkum australian accountable human safety is unquestionably the key to the solution of this enormous social problem.   what has to be prominent in the final analysis is the fact that killing and maiming australian employees at their work is much more of a social problem than it is an industrial problem.    allow us to remind the commissioners that ten years ago the industry commission enquiry into workers compensation, in its conclusion, stated that 60% of all costs of work caused injuries were carried by the injured and their family----something that the state workcovers or industry spokes-persons did not challenge or deny.                                                                                                    by their collective silence they admitted that they knew it was true.

to this must be added the billions of commonwealth government dollars paid out each year in disability pensions and unemployment payments to assist work injured people and their families, many for the remainder of their life.   as well, also add the enormous workload and financial cost to the state and federal health systems for free health, hospital and pharmaceutical care to the work injured and their families and we soon see who actually pays the bill for the unsafe work practices tolerated and not even investigated by the failed workcover system.    this cost to the australian taxpayer is immoral when we remember that these employees were supposedly covered by workers compensation insurance.    this exposes the lie put about by the paid industry spokes persons that all of the costs of the workers compensation system is paid for by industry.                                                                                                                                    
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an analysis of who really pays for work injuries would put industries share as small---at less than 20%.  yet all we have heard during this enquiry from industry is money, money, money.   safety is not in their vocabulary.                                                                      
yet they claim that only they should have control of and all the say on safety and after injury care--and workcover, quite incorrectly, allows them to do just that.    the members of injuries australia have always found the extent of the arrogance, indifference and the ignorance of the instant experts paid by industry to speak on its behalf to be mind bogeling.
why not use the experience of work injured people (not labor council stooges) 
and allow them equal input to all discussions which will prevent death and work caused injuries.  no knows the problems better than the work injured.
.                                                                                                                                                                          with respect, we ask the productivity commissoners to please remember that what ever the monetory cost paid by which ever party, it does not recognise nor cover the cost of the pain, the trauma, the humiliation, the abuse and neglect by well paid workcover officials and their insurance agents and the manipulative incompentant insurance case managers, and the sheer illegal behaviour of some employers.   all of which has an unbelieveable adverse effect on the medical recovery of the work injured.                                                                                                                                             

changes---why remain with a failure
for change to occur we need to adopt opposite thinking.
we ask the commissioners to recognised that o.h&s as preached and practiced in australia is a failure.    if it was any way near as good as claimed by the “safety professionals”, society would not have the burden of the ever increasing number of deaths and injuries in the workplace.     o.h.&s is a multi billion dollar industry which is not held accountable for its failures, is controlled by big business and employs these self-appointed “safety professionals” who collectivly lack the all- important ingredients of empathy, human understanding and industry experience.                                                                      all that some of them possess is a piece of paper from some obscure place of learning which they obtained by correspondence with only the minimum of industry exposure.             the consequence to the working men and woman of australia of this absurd arrangement is LETHAL.                                                                                 
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ask yourself would you risk your health to a doctor who had obtained his “qualifications” by correspondence?                                                                           
injuries australia asks why should the lives of working men and women be exposed to the inexperience of these un-accountable instant experts?
 let us remove the failed o.h& s system and replace it with accountable human safety which makes everyone accountable for work place safety--- not just the “safety professionals” or the “managers”.                                                                

walk into any factory and converse with employees and it becomes evident just how knowledgeable the staff are on safety issues.   they know where the flaws are, they know what is needed to ensure their own wellbeing.   they carry the frustrations of being ignored on genuine safety issues while management (sic) insist that only they know best and that the “risk management” system, installed at great cost, has all problems solved and is the only way to go.
staff know that when one of their number is killed or injured that the real purpose of risk management is to hide the real cause, cover the boss’s back side and throw the injured employee and their family to the compo insurance company for disposal off the company pay role and onto commonwealth government social security.  

injuries australia asks the productivity commissioners to concider the findings of the recent enquiry into the n.s.w government waterfall train crash.  it exposed a typical example of o.h&s/risk management at its very best (or worst), where major risks and flaws in the safety system were continually reported and continually ignored by managers who controled the “risk management” system.
the new south wales state rail authority is awash with “safety professionals” and has spent a fortune as a proponant of “risk management”.    yet the finding of this enquiry, one year after the event, clearly exposes the lie which o.h&s/risk management truly is---“manage” (ignore) warnings, do not spend money and let the workers take the risk.     
the enquiry described the management attitude as “a disaster waiting to happen”--- and now 14 people are dead.                                                                                                       
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the most interesting point with this preventable tragedy is that the two senior “managers” were sacked after the findings of the enquiry.   this is the first time known to injuries australia where those responsible for human safety were dismissed following a work place death, especially in the public service.
to those people who claim that “risk management” has reduced their injury rate, injuries australia says that all you have achieved is a standard of safety which the legislation required you to practice in the first place.  the same standard of work safety was always achieved by responsible companies who were genuinly concerned about staff wellbeing.    we make no apoligies if some “managers” are offended because we believe we have to speak up and become the enemy of this muddle headed populist nonsence and its unaccountable practitioners.
                                                                         
injuries australia asks the productivity commission that consideration be given to recommend that risk management as applied to work safety be banned.  simply, if there is a risk of death or injury to employees surely it must be the responsibility of employers to cease work till the risk is removed, without consideration of any costs incured.                   
                                                                        
 return to work
assuming that the importance of the practice of accountable human safety in the work place is universaly introduced, how important is THE RETENTION of employment following a work caused injury?   
it is of crucial importantance to the work injured employees and to australia.  good busisness practice and common decency should make it equally important to the owners and managers of successful companies.
yet a recent survey reveals that there is approximately a job loss rate of 50% among workers compensation claiments.  what a waste to australia! 
injuries australia  is aware that most injured employees whom they came in contact with had lost their employment as a direct result of the injury.
most had not beenoffered or received vocational rehabilitation which would have supplied them with the training to return to work.
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being unemployed and considered unemployable was a second injury----though not physical, there is no doubt it was deliberatly inflicted for financial and psychological reasons and may contravine the compensation legislation.  

much has been spoken and written by all of the states various industrial relations ministers about injury “management” (that word again) and the importance of return to work but nothing is done to ensure that it happens.    this is because the states know that they can, with impunity, dump their collective social and financial responsibilities onto the australian government who will happily accept the cost of paying for the ongoing financial support of the work injured and their families as well meet all of their medical and pharmaceutical costs.    yet injuries australia cannot find any record of a signed agreement between any federal minister and the states for the commonwealth to pay what is clearly the states responsibility.                                   
this is especially important whilst the insurance claim had still not been settled in some state legal system.   we were all tricked into believing that all of these costs were covered by the payment of insurance premiums wern’t we.    it is just part of the grand lie that industry pays for all of the cost of a work caused injury.      they don”T!                                                                   
for the productivity commissioners to further appreciate this enormously costly hand out by the federal treasury to cover the state governments insurance liabilities and the debilitating effect these had free gift has on the work injured and their families, we offer this; 
injuries australia, seeking to reinforce its claim that the states are pauperising tens of thousands of work injured people with the unwitting aid of the federal treasury, sought assistance from another source.    the 
we asked the plaintiff lawyers association if the would canvas their membership as to the percentage of their clients with a workers compensation claim, who were receiving financial assistance from the commonwealth government.    the following are extracts from a sample of the replies received this month. we describe this information as anecdotal as the survey was not an academic exercise.   academic research on this subject will be carried out fully in the very near future and the results published to expose the rort.   
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an example of the replies which a.p.la received and passed on. 
1	in response to your email asking for the percentage of people with a workers compensation claim who are dependent on social security—i have 43 workers compensation files of which 18 of my clients are on social security. 
2	in response to your email 15.1.04 re submission to the above, my inquiries suggest anecdotally that approx. 40% of our firms workcover clients are on centrelink benefits.
in my experience almost everyone who makes a claim for workers          compensation ends up on or requires assistance from social security.                                                                 
we have approximately 100 workers compensation claims where we are claiming damages for negigence.  of these we would estimate that approx. 60% of these are unable to return to work, their benefits with workcover have ceased and they are totally reliant on centrelink benefits.
3	i have a client who has to repay (to centrelink) $22k when his common claim against his employer resolved.                                                                    
4	3 out of my 4 current workcover clients are living on social security payments.
one client, whose matter recently settled (on a commercial basis only ) was living in a tent and fishing in the local creek, in order to have some food.                                                                  
another client, who now has normal work capacity, sold his house and         purchased a cheaper house approximately 100km away from the first house so that he and his wife could have some funds.   these have now been fully spent on treatment and he and his wife are totally dependant on social security.  
i do a reasonable amount of workcover claims in qld.
i believe the percentage would be this (in approximate figures)
about 30% 0f my clients will never be able to return to any work with their previous employers, due to their injuries.
consequently, once their workcover claim ceases (which often only 6 months or so after the injury ), they normally have to go on to centrelink benefits.
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their capacity to find work is then often extremly limited.                                               of those other workers that remain at work on restricted duties or light duties ( often in a meaningless position for which they have no experience or qualifications ), which would be about a further 30%, once their work claims cease i would say that at least 50% of them are made redundant                     ( through “restructuring” etc.) or are “forced” to resign through dissatisfaction at the meaningless job they were forced to do.                                                         
in summary, then, i would think at least 45% of my clients who have workcover claims are forced to resort to claiming centrelink benefits at one time or another following a work related injury.                                                                   
as well, some of the replies received included a senario such as these.
1.      state schemes encourage people to trade in their compensation rights for small lump sums and go on social security.    this effectivly moves the burden from the employer or workplace insurance scheme to the whole community.  the commonwealth responds by trying to take money from the injured person when really it is the insurer, employer r scheme that gets the major benefit.                                                          
2.	a person has a right to compensation for income but the amount of 
such compensation does not exceed the amount they would be intitled to on social security.   as they loose $ for $ there is no incentive to try and enforce their right to compensation.   why should they take a risk, pay a solicitor or do any other onerous thing when there is no benefit to them.  the commonwealth would be better off indemnifing such people and asking them to pursue their compensation rights. 
injuries australia trusts that these examples of how the states insurance system is failing to meet its responsibilities will assist the productivity commissioners to appreciate the enormity of the problem and will prove useful to them when they make their final recommendations.                                               the social security system was not designed nor intended to supply interest free loans to the states work insuranse schemes or to lend money to people forced (illegaly) to wait months for their state government work injury insurance payments.                                                                                                                                                         remember, that all commonwealth money and medical assistance  received 
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by the injured employees has to be repaid to the commonwealth by the injured employee should there be a cash settlement by the insurer.       social security was never intended to be used to allow for work injured people to be dumped out of the employment world, classified as useless.                it is this discarding of employees who are work injured which causes so much grief.  yet the commonwealth assists this discrimination by paying benefits to injured people who are the responsibility of the states. each year the amount of commonwealth money being siphoned off by the states   to manipulate the injured workers system amounts to billions of dollars.
is this the worlds greatest ever confidence trick?  

                                                                      
injuries australia asks the productivity commission to give consideration to recommending to the australian government that applications for centalink payments by work injured people be refered to the appropriate state government minister for attention by the states compensation insurance system should their claims for work injury income maintainance and compensation for work place safety neglegance be unresolved and the work injured person is unemployed.                                                                               
 
 return to work
although return to work (rtw) has always been a requirement of the workcover system, little was done to put it into practice.  what exists is exactly the opposite, and as we have shown, each year thousands of work injured people loose their employment following a work caused injury. 
as recently as the 12th january 2004, the prime minister called on industry to give consideration to offering employment to some of the 670,000 australians now living on a disability pension.  this is amost commendable move as the wealth of talent and skills languishing on federal government pensions is enormous.   among the membership of injuries australia are people from all trades and callings up to those people with a phd.    it is a waste of industrial skill which australia cannot afford to lose if we are to be competative on the world market.                                                                                                 
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we believe that as many as 33% of disability pensioners and unemployment claimants were dumped on to a commonwealth payment system by the states failed workcover system.      but such figures highlight the importance of a work safety and after injury care system which is not money orientated but which practices accountable safety practices and  results based (return to work) policies which are uncomplicated, simple to follow and highly visable. 
however, as well intentioned as the prime ministers request to industry may be, it will not succeed because the industry attitude to disabled people has been largly poisoned by the deliberate discrimination against injured people preached over many years by the insurance industry. 
                                                      
insurers have for long threatened employers that to employ a person carring a disability, however it was aquired, is a “risk” and will effect their workers compensation premiums, especially should that disabled person have the misfortune to be again injured.    this threat was openly preached at seminars etc. (our representatives were present) and employers responded the way the insurers wanted.                                                                                                                                  it is another example of why humans should not be insured like some throw away inanimate object and why insurance companies should be removed from the system of work safety and after injury care.  their only interest is money, and they openly consider humans to be totally disposable.    unquestionably it is this heartless money centered attitude which has created the poor safety situations and wholesale neglect of the work injured---and thus the subsiquent problem which is the very reason for this productivity commission enquiry.
if work safety was practiced successfully by industry the problem of unemployment with work injured people would not exist.                                                                                                                          surely it is not unreasonable to ask for continuity of employment for the unwillingly work injured.    why should the work injured be discriminated against following a work caused injury when their employer is responsible for the quality of safety in the work place?      why should the commonwealth be expected to pay out unemployment benefits for something which is covered by compulsary insurance?
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injuries australia requests that the productivity commission to give consideration to recommending that swift return to useful/meaningfull employment must be a primary object of any future compulsary work safety and after injury care system. should it require retraining to meet this necessary goal, that a second injury fund be established which will meet all costs. the retraining must be of such quality to successfuly return the work injured person to employment, and thus ensure that they and their family do not become a burden to the commonwealth social security or the whole community.    
                                                                  
the need for accurate up to date records  
another of the damning flaws in the workcover system is the deplorable state of the statistical records of the real number of deaths and injuries in the workplace.   this inacuracy was highlighted recently by the foolish statement put out by the commonwealths national occupation health & safety commission.    the commission quoted only workcover (the insurer) figures which were challenged vigerously by the trade unions as being false when it stated that only 297 australians were killed at work in 2001-2. 
this contrasts with the worksafe figures of 2700 workers deaths by work causes published in june 2001.       the trade unions quite correctly pointed out that there are now 25% of the workforce not covered by workers compensation and are therefore not included in any workcover tally.   to this should be added the thousands of injury claims ignored or rejected on some minor point by workcover (the insurer) and it exposes the mistake made by n.o.h&s commission.
compared to the accuracy of motor vehicle casualties which are extensive and up to date, it would appear that collectivly the workcover people just don’t care or they are deliberatly distorting the truth for financial gain.   
the inaccuracy of the work death and injuries statistics was commented on by the national health & medical research council, which were unable to gather accurate figures of work caused death and injuries for their 1999 national survey of all injuries.                                                                                                                                      
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there were comments that it appeared that work injury figures may had been altered, especially those concerning indigenous australians which is something which should be quite concerning to legislators.                                                                                   
as it is obvious that the states do not wish to consider the importance of accurate death and injury statistics where work safety and injury prevention are concerned.    a national data base, where all work caused deaths and injuries australia wide are recorded, if established, would supply accurate figures to guide industry and legislators, highlight particular trouble industries which require attention, show where safety is being practiced sussessfully would include the rate of successful return to work..                                                                   
even if the workcover system is retained, (heaven forbid) a national registration of work injuries would display truthful statistics and the number of work injured people who are still away from their work, how many are receiving income maintenance and by publishing results such as the number returned to work.  this would help prevent state government insurers from avoiding their social and financial responsibilities and dumping injured employees on to the public health and social security systems.  the secrecy which surrounds the current methods of state government workcover, along with the deliberate falsification of casualty figures, is designed to cover the extent of the true state of the slaughter and injury in the work place and by doing so allows the poor performers, be they employer or emplotee to continue their deadly practices.                                                                  
                                                             
injuries australia requests that the productivity commission give consideration to the establishment of a national work caused death and injury registar which will be conducted by the national occupational health & safety commission.   suitable commonwealth legislation would require both injured employees and employers, immediately following injury, to forward a completed incident report, which would be available free from any post office. the figures colated are to be published monthly on a regional, state and national level.  uncooperation would result in court action .  
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is there a more efficient method of work safety and after injury care?
injuries australia believes there most certainly is a better way of ensuring that employees work in asolute safe conditions and receive timely, full and sussessful after injury care and re-employment and offer the following for consideration;                                                                                                                                 
while ever employees are insured against work caused death and injury using the commercial, for profit, insurance model which places a mythical monetry value on parts of the human body, there will always be conflict between employer and employee.    costs will continue to be far to high as the first consideration of such a system is always the profits which are extracted at several levels from the premium payments to feed the insurance colaborators working within the the injured worker industry.  injured employees will continue to lose their employment and become a unnecessary burden on the taxpayer and the public health system.     and if the workcover system remains as it now is, the prime ministers dream to re-employ those on disability payments will remain just a dream.because workcover will dump thousands more on to disability pensions.   the real looser is australia.                                                                
injuries australia hopes that it has shown the productivity commissioners that seperating the work safety requirements and legislation from the after injury care function and insuring people, and bits and pieces of their bodies, as though they were a soulless object is insulting, costly and non-productive.     because such insurance schemes are held to be non-accountable for the results, the main purpose of all such insurance schemes is to first service the many people who make a living out of it before assisting the work injured.  this statement is undeniable as the horendously poor record of the workcover system is clearly visible for all to see.
why not change to work place based safety and injury care system.
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let us do away with the commercial insurers.   let us no longer put a mythical value on parts of the human form.    let us cover the cost of all medical treatment and supply injured employee with income upkeep untill they are back at work their work or are retrained to take up other employment.   let us do away with lump sum payments, seen by many as a reward for injury and the cheapest possible cop-out for the workcover people.   let us develope a system which is safe, has the task to repair work injured people and returns them to employment without the hinderance of court action for paultry “compensation” payments.  however, let us allow for common law litigation if a person should so wish, which can only be instigated after the injured employee has completed all his/her medical treatment and has been returned to useful employment.   the only exception would be those people deemed to be totally and permanantly incapacitated (tpi) using the standards now set by the department of veterans affairs.                                                                                                                          
how is it paid for?
by having the employer and the employee jointly purchase;                                                                                                                            (a) top cover with a private health insurer of their mutual choice which supplies 24 hour cover for the employee with a clear cut devide between work caused and non-work caused injuries.                                                                                                                                                (b) income maintenance insurance which can be used apart from sick days, to cover lost time by either work caused injury or non-work caused injury, with the usual preclusion time.  
the conducting of such a system would require honest co-operation between employer and employee which is policed by the states industrial relations department.    any disputes must be conducted in the normal court system, not in the industrial relations court with penalties which would emphasise the importance of that co-operation between all staff.   a important policing factor in this arrangement would be that all work caused injuries must be reported, no matter how minor, and investigated by the i.r. staff. their report will be available to both employer and employee.     
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as a back up safeguard, both employer and employee can arrange for an  independent report, at their own cost, without any hinderance from either party, should they so wish. 
these investigation procedures are paramount if death and injury are to be reduced in the work place.   we learn from our mistakes, yet with work caused injuries there is no compulsory incident investigation procedure.    how can workcover learn as to what causes injuries if it so disinterestsd in the effect it has on other humans by not being bothered to find out why?    this is the workcover inbuilt indifference which is closely coupled with their inability to listen.  
.what we have presented here is a system which is not based around the insurance denial and litigation model as to who pays for what or as to what injured people should or should not be paid for the injury.    the first responsibility is to swift and unfetted full medical treatment for the injured employee and the second responsibility is to avoid interuption to his/her income whilst the medical recovery is being carried out. 
the members of injuries australia, unlike the instant experts who speak for workcover and industry, have all been through the farce which is the fundemental basis of the current workcover.   they have all said that if they had been treated as the legislation promised and had received common courtesy and civility by all involved, that there would never have been need for any litigation and the subsequent trauma to themselves and their family.    they all say that the paultry amount of “compensation” received from the courts was an insult when compared to the treatment they received and there accumilated financial loss.  it only highlighted the injustice of the whole costly system. 
injuries australia has spent the past four years canvassing this proposal to many employers.  once the initial scepticism is overcome, and the system fully explained, the response was 100% positive.  everyone saw the cost advantage and many admitted that the social results were certainly worth giving it a trial.                                                                                                                                      
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we twice presented this proposal to the australian buisness chamber but they chose to totally ignore us and they did not have the decency nor the courtesy to return our phone calls!       we can on believe that what we have here is a good thing for employers and employees but not so good for their insurer mates.                                                 

injuries australia asks the productivity commission to give consideration to the introduction of a non judgemental system of medical and financial cover for australian employees which allows the employer and the employee to jointly contribute to a medical and income maintenance system to cover work caused injuries                                                      
                                                                      
human safety 
having realised that non-accountable o.h& s/”risk management” was a failure and that its sole purpose is to be seen to be doing something, we went searching for something which would work with the well being of the employee as first priority.     lengthy discussions with many employees and some of their employers revealed a belief that those who knew that they had a safe workplace were those who trusted each other and were in a busy yet caring workplace.    people watched out for each other.   staff had the major input into safety.   staff were questioned on proposed work changes.   there was a constant communication at all levels as to safety and enviroment needs.   staff were rewarded for safe work, not with money but with paid time off (extra leave).    everyone had a vested interest in assisting everyone else.   un-cooperative players were moved on.
building on this information, plus examples of how work safety was conducted in other countries which had a non insured safety and compensation system, we evolved the idea of the introduction of accountable human safety
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the engine of sustainable human safety is integrity.  integrety is king and integrity means a lot more than just parroting safety slogans copied from “risk management” discs.   integrity is not just about lying, cheating, stealing.    it is about telling people things which they don’t want to hear.    applied to human safety it means presenting a balanced approach in everything which will effect peoples safety.     
this all leads to the substance, execution and operational know how which is shared by all levels of staff for the benefit of all staff.  it means always remaining accountable to your fellow workers.    of all the safe workplaces we encountered, they all had this almost visable presence of care.    this is not something new, it’s probably as old as man, but it sure works better than the workcover insurance model.   
 
injuries australia asks the productivity commission to give consideration to the recommendation that the commonwealths national occupational health and safety commission investigates this noninsurance company method of work safety which is so successful in other jurisdictions with the clear intent to its introduction australia wide as soon as possible        
 
conclusion 
injuries australia is aware that what we have proposed to the productivity commission may be outside the requirements of this enquiry, but we trust that what we have written will be accepted as a true attempt by the people who are most effected physically, emotionaly, financialy and spiritualy by the failed workcover system.    we have written about the true situation which exists in many industries and the changes which, if introduced, which will result in a safer workplace, a humane after injury care system will be a huge saving to australia.
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yet state governments, as insurers and their employees as agents in the insurance industury, firmly believe that what ever happens to killed or injured employees is normal and that all injured employees are bludgers and they and their family should be dumped on to the federal government for medical and financial upkeep. 

unlike our detractors, the members of injuries australia has a genuine vested interest in a better work place safety and after injury care system.    as we have demonstrated here, our people are constantly seeking better ways of doing things and we are always seeking the truth in a sea of workcover lies.                                                                                  the commonwealth governments recent parliamentry enquiry into fraud within the workers compensation system displayed the extent of the false impression abroad as to who is the culprit.     Using data supplied by overseas government agencies we were able to show that where the fraud subject is investigated that the major culprits were found to be the insurers, doctors, lawyers, “health professionals” and all the assorted camp followers   associated with their injured worker industry.  injured worker fraud was the smallest amount of money recovered.                                                                                                                               injuries australia is proud that one of their members has been granted a churchill fellowship to travel to north america and europe to study fraud within the workers compensation system.   this research will explore the extent of fraud, who actually commits fraud and how it is handled and how the guilty parties are punished.  it has long been recognised that fraud, in its many forms, has been a huge financial drain on the safety and compensation system.   the findings are to be published and they should be most useful for state government workcover should they bother to take the time to study them.   to complement this research we are now conducting research into the extent of fraud in australia.                                                                       

finally we wish to thank the commissioners and their staff for the courtesy and attention which they have always extended to our members and we wish them all a safe and productive future with this most important work. injuries australia is always available to discuss human safety and care at any time.





